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About This Game

In the future, the games have evolved to the next level. You participate in the game called the Arena. Your task is to survive,
your only tool is a disk.
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English

This game can not boast of cool graphics. But is perfect for killing time. Overall happy with the purchase.. This game can not
boast of cool graphics. But is perfect for killing time. Overall happy with the purchase.. A good game, you can play for hours
and it will not get bored. The main hero - a participant in the game of the future - Arena. The goal of the game is very simple -
to survive and defeat all enemies. In the game a wide variety of enemies and weapons, many levels. A huge plus is a small price.
This game is a good time killer.. A good game, you can play for hours and it will not get bored. The main hero - a participant in
the game of the future - Arena. The goal of the game is very simple - to survive and defeat all enemies. In the game a wide
variety of enemies and weapons, many levels. A huge plus is a small price. This game is a good time killer.
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